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Executive Summary

1

Executive Summary

Historically, Germany has seen a large reduction of
coal production and consumption, with significant socio-economic implications and corresponding policy action. Looking forward, this reports looks at pathways of
phasing out coal and corresponding policy instruments
to achieve the phase-out and accompany it.
Domestic hard coal production has been uncompetitive
compared to imported coal since 1964, but coal subsidies kept levels of production close to consumption until
1990. Since 1990 Germany started to reduce subsidies,
which led to a gradual hard coal production phase-out
to be completed in 2018. Hard coal consumption has
also gradually declined since 1960, first being replaced
by consumption of oil and gas imports, and later by an
increase in renewable energy and further gas utilization.
Hard coal is mainly used in electricity generation and to
a smaller degree for industrial production (mainly steel)
and the reduction in consumption has had less impact on
employment than the reduction in production.
The history of lignite production differs in the east and
west of Germany. While the development of western
lignite production has been relatively flat over the last
decades, in eastern Germany it nearly doubled between
the 1950s and reunification (in 1990). Due to the sector’s
low productivity in the east compared to the west, production sharply declined by more than half following reunification, with an even sharper decline in employment.
The consumption of lignite mirrors that of production as
its transport over longer distances is uneconomic due to
the low energy density.
While posing a big challenge for the mining regions, Germany implemented a variety of successful policies to alleviate social impacts of the hard coal phase-out through
e.g. early retirement schemes, retraining programs and
support for economic development. Due to the abruptness and scale of the reduction in lignite production and
the coincidence with an overall economic downturn in
former Eastern Germany, the affected (mostly rural), regions in Eastern Germany still suffer from the structural
break and initiatives to develop sufficient alternative
industries have not yet succeeded.
More recently, reductions in coal consumption in Germany have stalled and coal-related emissions have even
temporarily increased. However, to comply with the 2°C
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target, Germany would need to phase out both hard coal
and lignite consumption in the energy sector well before
2050, with various studies suggesting a shut-down of
large shares of the generation capacities in the 2020s
and a complete phase-out achieved earliest by 2025
and at the latest by 2040. Besides for reasons of climate
policy, structural developments in the electricity sector,
such as the shift to renewable energy indicate that coal
will not be economically viable in the future.
The uncertainty of a successful deep decarbonization,
shifting from the currently insufficient level of ambition
(represented by existing nationally determined contributions (NDC) to global emission reductions) an NDC to a 2°
world (i.e. limiting global warming to a maximum of 2°C
compared to the baseline), seem to largely depend on the
availability and commercial deployment of technologies
which require a supportive policy environment to succeed.
Whereas competitive technologies exist in the electricity
sector with renewable energy sources, the picture is more
challenging in the industry sector, e.g. in steel production.
Here competing technological innovations as well as public acceptance will decide whether coal remains viable
with CCS or will be substituted by other energy carriers
and reactants. NDC and 2° scenarios differ primarily in
two ways: earlier reductions and more ambitious emission reductions in transport and industry are needed for
achieving Germany’s contribution to the 2° world.
Several studies suggest that Germany is able to phase
out coal from an economical and technical perspective.
Structural support and other policy instruments are needed to help affected regions on their path towards a just
transition. Several concrete policy measures exist, which
can lead to a successful phase-out and corresponding
emission reductions. The basis for a coal-phase-out both
in the NDC and 2°C scenarios is a strong carbon price.
Several additional policy instruments are discussed which
can lead to a phasing out of the ageing coal fleet, and a
reduction of the full-load hours of newer plants. Accompanying structural policies can learn from the existing
experience of previous phase-outs. Structural support
should here be directed not towards coal companies but
towards the most affected regions to create new opportunities for sustainable long-term employment and economic development.

1. Introduction

1. Introduction
Through the 2015 Paris climate agreement, 195 states
committed to keeping the global temperature rise below
2° and to aiming at 1.5°C above pre-industrial average
temperatures in order to limit the impact of climate
change. The UNEP Gap report, however, highlights that
current nationally determined contributions (NDCs)
would deliver no more than one third of the emission
reductions required to reach even the 2°C target (UNEP
2017). In stepping up their efforts, countries like Germany will need to tackle the challenge of accelerating
the phase-out of hard coal and lignite-consumption in
power plants and industry.
Germany, in the past, often seen as a global frontrunner
in the combat against climate change, will most likely
miss its domestic emission reduction targets for 2020,
in particular due to persistently high emissions from
coal. However, the last five years seem to have created
a momentum in Germany to phase out coal. While
hard coal will no longer be mined by the end of 2018,
the future of lignite mining and the consumption of
lignite and hard in coal-fired power plants and industry
is still uncertain. The German government has installed
a commission in 2018 to agree on a phase-out date for
its remaining coal-fired power plants. Among others,
the commission, will need to tackle the question of
how much support the federal German government
is willing to provide for assisting the transition of the
remaining lignite mining regions.
Yet, Germany has already effectively managed a strong
decline in coal mining in the past, providing relevant

learning and experience for similar transitions in and
outside Germany. Furthermore, there is a growing consensus in civil society as well as in industry that an
80% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050
is feasible without large cost increases to society, and
that up to a 95% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
in Germany is technically feasible by 2050, albeit with
some uncertainties in terms of technology and costs.
Building on a sound understanding of the history, the
rather different roles of lignite and hard coal, as well as
the political and market drivers shaping these roles, this
report gives a concise overview of the most relevant 80%
and 95% reduction pathways for the German economy.
A particular focus is on the pathways’ implications for
hard coal and lignite mining and consumption, and what
can be learned from the German experience about how
to organize a just transition away from coal today.
The structure of this report is as follows. The introduction is followed by a description of the status quo
of coal in Germany. Different scenarios in line with its
NDC and with the 2°C target are shown in Section 3,
and policy instruments to achieve the respective pathways are discussed. The international policy implications of Germany as a frontrunner and test case for
policies regarding the integration of renewables and
development of climate-friendly technologies are also
explored. Section 4 elaborates on Germany’s past experiences with the decline of coal mining over the
last decades, focusing on lessons learned. The final
section concludes.
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2. Coal in the national context of Germany

2. Coal in the national context of Germany
2.1. Role of coal in the national energy
system
2.1.1. Demand, production and trade
Coal plays an important role in Germany’s energy mix
compared to other EU member states. In 2015 coal represented 25% of primary energy consumption. Due to
the inefficiencies in transformation to secondary energy
carriers, such as electricity, its share in final energy use
is somewhat lower than its share in primary energy consumption indicates.
Coal is predominantly used for power generation (78%),
where its varying shares have been affected by the availability of oil and gas imports (particularly up to 1990),
the increase in renewable energy, varying carbon prices

Table 1 . Primary energy consumption in Germany in 2015
Energy Carrier

[PJ]

[%] of total

Mineral Oil

4,491

34%

Coal (Hard coal + lignite)

3,294

25%

Hard coal

1,729

13%

Lignite

1,565

12%

Natural Gas

2,781

21%

Renewable Energy

1,644

12%

Nuclear Energy

1,001

8%

224

2%

Other
Electricity Exchange Balance
Total

-174

-1%

13,262

100%

Source : AG Energiebilanzen e.V. (2017).

and the nuclear phase-out. Another 10% goes to coke
production and 8% to final energy uses in industry
(93%), households (5%) and the tertiary sector (2%).
While other coal products (mainly coke, briquettes, other
lignite products) play a minor role in energy generation
(<1% compared to coal), their role in final energy use
is more relevant (194 PJ compared to 272 PJ for coal).
The latter includes 264 PJ of coke in metal production
and processing of which 166PJ are converted to gases
and used as further energy input. Taking a closer look
at final energy use of coal and coal products (including
coke), 65% of the 466 PJ (incl. 111 PJ of coke) is consumed in the metal production (mainly blast furnaces)
and processing sector (200 PJ hard coal and 98 PJ of
coke); 12% in processing of stones and soils (incl. 41PJ
of other lignite products and 12 PJ of hard coal); and
7% in the manufacture of chemical products (incl. 27PJ
hard coal). The 6% (or 28.6PJ) consumed by households
is dominated by lignite briquettes (14 PJ), hard coal (9PJ)
and hard coal briquettes (4.8PJ).
German hard coal production amounted to just around
10% of total supply (domestic supply plus exports), while
the majority of lignite (97%) was produced in Germany.
With similar supply and consumption levels for hard coal
and lignite, the share of total coal production in total
supply was 53%.
Domestic hard coal production provided more than 90%
of primary consumption in 1990 and fell to just above
10% in 2015. Absolute production levels decreased by
90% in the case of hard coal and by almost 50% for
lignite.

Table 2. Coal consumption [PJ] (excluding coke consumption)
Total coal

Total hard coal

Total lignite

Share coal

Share hard coal

Share lignite

2565

1095

1470

76%

66%

92%

Coke production

337

332

6

10%

20%

0,35%

Briquet production

136

0

136

4%

0%

9%

Non-energy use

14,1

1

13

0,42%

0,04%

0,84%

Final energy use

355

271

84

11%

16%

5,2%

Electricity generation

Statistical differences
Total

-44
3363

Source : ibid.
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-

-44-

-1

-1%

-3%

0,0%

1655

1596

100%

100%

100%

2. Coal in the national context of Germany
While total primary energy consumption fell by 11%
since 1990, the share of coal fell from 37 to 25%, representing a fall of the share of hard coal from 15 to 13%
and of lignite from 21 to 12%. In 1988, the GDR (German
Democratic Republic) had lignite-fired power capacity of
15 GW, representing 2/3 of its entire power plant fleet
(Kahlert 1988, 13). After the reunification (in 1990) lignite
consumption declined steeply throughout the post-reunification decade, as lignite was phased out as household fuel and unproductive lignite power plants in East
Germany were shut down (see Section 2.2). Increasing
environmental concerns (and corresponding regulation
on air quality, which became applicable to East Germany
after the reunification) reinforced this trend. Since 1999,
lignite consumption (and production) have been more
or less stable and even slightly increasing. The increase
in the renewable energy generation has not yet led to a
decrease of fossil fuel-fired generation but compensated
for reduced nuclear power production and contributed
to an increase of electricity exports.. Also, lignite, as the
most carbon intensive fuel, has benefited most from the
extremely low carbon prices in the EU-ETS.
Figure 1 displays the change in the total energy consumption as well as the changes in the energy consumption supplied by coal. Whereas, the total energy
consumption in Germany (after an increase until the
90s) now is close to the 1970 level, the amount of

coal in the system is, for both lignite and hard coal, at
around 50% compared to 1970. Before the reunification, hard coal was mainly replaced by imported mineral oil1 and natural gas, while after 1990 the continued
reduction of hard coal consumption went hand in hand
with an increase in power generation from renewable
energy (and a further increase in natural gas, the latter
however dampened by the collapse in carbon prices
in 20082). However and against the backdrop of low
carbon prices, coal consumption has increased in more
recent years and never reached its all-time low of 2009
(see Figure 2 1970-2015 [right], Oko-Institut, 2017).
These differences between lignite and hard coal have
important implications for the nature of the transition required for lignite versus hard coal. In the case of
hard coal, it is mainly about reducing consumption by
organising a well-managed and politically acceptable
phase-out of coal-fired power plants. For lignite, the
challenge is also on the production side, with strong
implications for affected workers and regions.

Figure 1. Change of coal and total primary energy
consumption in Germany from 1970 – 2015

Figure 2. Primary energy production and consumption
from lignite and hard coal in Germany 1990-2015

120%

120%

100%

100%

40%

40%

0.3
20%

20%

0%

0%
2015

2010

2005

2000

1995

1990

1985

1980

1975

1970

Primary domestic production
Lignite
Hard coal

Source : based on Öko-Institut (2017).

Total (all primary energy)

2015

60%

0.6

2010

60%

2005

80%

1990

0.9
80%

2000

2

In 1950, mineral oil represented only 5% of primary energy
consumption, increasing to 41% in 1990.
Between mid-2008 and mid-2013, the price of emission rights
in the EU’s trading scheme declined from almost 30€/t CO2 to
less than 5€/t CO2.

1995

1.2

1

Primary consumption

Lignite

Lignite

Hard coal

Hard coal

Source : based on AG Energiebilanzen e.V. (2017).
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2.1.2. CO2-Emissions from Coal
According to the German GHG emission inventory, primary consumption of coal causes 45% of all German energy
related CO2-emissions (down from 58% in 1990), with
similar shares for hard coal (21.3%) and lignite (23.7%).
For Germany to achieve its GHG emission targets coal
consumption will need to be reduced (see Table 3 and
Figure 3), particularly in the light of the increase in the
(share of) CO2 emissions from coal in total energy related
CO2 emissions between 2009 and 2012 (for lignite) and
2013 (for hard coal)3.
Since 2014 emissions have been declining again, but remain at
a higher level compared to their all-time low in 2009.

3

2.2. Role of coal in the national/subnational economy
Lignite as well as steam coal have been important pillars
of the German economy for the last decades. Germany
is the largest lignite producing country in the world with
around 17% of global production (Statistisches Bundesamt 2017). In 2018, lignite is still being produced in
three different regions, namely the Rhineland, Lusatia
and Central Germany. In all regions, lignite is produced
in open cast mines. The Rhineland is the largest lignite
area, with 9,700 direct employees in mining and lignite-fired power plants and a production of 90 million t,
followed by the Lusatian Region with 8,800 employees
and 62 million t, while in Central Germany 2,400 coal

Table 3. CO2-Emissions [Mt CO2]
1990

2000

2005

2010

2015

Hard coal

212,7

186,4

166,8

158,1

158,5

Lignite

361,0

174,8

180,0

170,5

176,5

Hard coal/total energy CO2*

21,5%

22,2%

20,6%

20,2%

21,3%

Lignite/total energy CO2

36,5%

20,8%

22,2%

21,7%

23,7%

* i.e. the share of CO2 from hard coal in total energy related CO2 emissions
Notes: Emissions data for lignite and hard coal calculated based on primary energy consumption data from Öko-Institut (2017) and
using emission factors 92,235 [t CO2/TJ] for hard coal and 112,76 for lignite; Emissions data for total emissions from UBA (2017).

Figure 3. CO2 emissions from primary energy consumption of coal in absolute and relative terms
CO2 Emissions from primary energy consumption of coal in Germany

Share of coal in total CO2 emissions from energy

700 MtCO2

50%

0.3

300

20%

200

10%

0.2
0.1

100

z Hard coal

z Lignite

Share of coal in total CO2 Emissions from Energy :
including transport

excluding transport

Lignite

Lignite

Hard coal

Hard coal

Notes: Emissions data for lignite and hard coal calculated based on primary energy consumption data from Öko-Institut (2017) and
using emission factors 92,235 [t CO2/TJ] for hard coal and 112,76 for lignite; Emissions data for total emissions and total w/o transport from UBA (2017).
Source : based on AG Energiebilanzen (2017).
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2015

2010

2005

2000

1995

1990

2015

2010

0%
2005

0

2000

0

30%

400

1995

100

0.4

500

1990

200

40%

1985

300

600

1980

400

0.5

1975

500

1970

600

700

workers produce 18 million t of lignite (data for 2016,
Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft e.V. (2017c)). The majority
of these employees, however, will retire in the next two
decades. Already in 2020, around 30% of those workers
will have exceeded the age of 60. By 2030, 2 out of 3
currently employed workers will have reached an age
above 60 years (Sachverständigenrat für Umweltfragen
2017). A possible coal phase-out would then only affect
a small share of the current workforce.
The majority of the transition is already completed in
Germany - at the time of reunification, the East German lignite sector already went through a significant
reduction in both employment and production (com-

pare Figure 4 and 5). The major cuts were necessary as
production was highly inefficient and costly (East German productivity was less than half of West Germany’s
productivity). After the reunification, companies were
privatized and the infrastructure modernized. The efficiency in all German mining regions is now approximately at the same level.
Due to its low energy density, transporting lignite is
economically inefficient. There are, hence, no imports
and exports of lignite and power plants within close
distance to the mining sites. Lignite production is estimated to have had a value of around €800 million
in 2015 while the total lignite sector created a value

Figure 4. Lignite production and employment
thousand employees 160

500 Mt

140
400

120
100

300

80
200

Note:
The values for lignite production
are displayed as stacked areas
for East and West Germany, while
employment figures are depicted
as individual lines.
Since 2002, the employees of
lignite-fired power plants are
included.

60
40

100

20
0

z Employees-West
z Production-East
z Production-West

1950
1953
1956
1959
1962
1965
1968
1971
1974
1977
1980
1983
1986
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007
2010
2013
2016

0

z Employees-East

Source: based on Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft e.V. (2017d).

Figure 5. Hard coal production, imports and employment in mining
thousand employees 700

180 Mt
160

600

140
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120
100
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80

300
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200

40

100

20
0

z Domestic production
z Employees

2014

2011

2008

2005

2002

1999

1996

1993

1990

1987

1984

1981

1978

1975

1972

1969

1966

1963

1960

1957

0

z Import

Source : Own calculations based on Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft (2017b, 2017c) and Verein der Kohleimporteure (2017).
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Figure 6. Prices for domestic and import coal
6 €/GJ
5
4
3
2
1

z Domestic coal

0
1957
1959
1961
1963
1965
1967
1969
1971
1973
1975
1977
1979
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011
2013
2015

z Import coal

Source : based on Verein der Kohleimporteure e.V. (2017), 111.

of around €6 billion (DEBRIV, 2015). In 2017, a total
of 21 GW capacity of lignite-fired power plants was
installed in Germany. The average age of the power
plant fleet is more than 30 years; with the oldest being
installed in 1936 and the newest in 2012 (Bundesnetzagentur, 2017).
Hard coal is produced in the deep mines of the Ruhr
area. In 2017, around 5,700 employees produced around
3.7 million tonnes (Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft e.V.,
2017a). As Figure 5 displays, domestic hard coal production is declining ever since the coal crisis in 1957,
caused first by comparably cheap import oil and imported hard coal. Figure 6 shows the price differences
between domestic and imported coal. Since 1964, the
price for domestic coal exceeds the one for import coal
substantially. In order to protect domestic production,
the hard coal industry received subsidies for more than
50 years to level-out the price difference. However, the
subsidies were not able to prevent the decline of uncompetitive domestic hard coal mining, so that by 2001, the
imported amount has exceeded domestic production.
In 2016, 45 million tonnes were imported, mainly from
Russia, North and South America (Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft e.V., 2017a).
In 2018, when mining subsidies end due to EU competition laws, domestic hard coal production will cease
entirely. The main consumer of German hard coal are
power plants for electricity and heat generation with a
capacity of 25 GW (Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft e.V.,
2017a). Due to imports, the phase-out of domestic
production has no immediate effect on electricity gen-
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eration. The average age of the hard coal power plant
fleet is around 30 years, with the oldest being installed
in 1923 and the latest in 2015 (Bundesnetzagentur,
2017). In 2018, one power plant, Datteln 4, with a capacity of 1.1 GW is planned to come online (however,
it was first supposed to come online in 2011). Another
1 GW hard coal and 1.1 GW lignite are in the planning
phase for several years already (BDEW, 2017). Whether
they will ever supply electricity to the grid is at least
doubtable. Recent projects like unit D of power plant
Westfalen have shown technical problems with construction and conflicts with environmental regulations.
The announcement of the closure of power plant Lünen
in 2019 (500MW) illustrates the accelerating trend of
hard coal power plant closures in recent years, which
were no longer economical due to fallen whole-sale
electricity prices.
A large share of the transition away from hard coal
and lignite consumption and production has already
been managed. Employment numbers and production
output have been drastically reduced (see Figure 4 AN
and Figure 5) and the construction of new coal-fired
power plants is no longer economically feasible. The
challenge is now to learn from past transition experiences, using successful policy approaches and preventing past mistakes.

2.3. Recent coal policy context
Parts of civil society have demanded a coal phase-out in
Germany for decades, but with only little success against

2. Coal in the national context of Germany
vested interests (ranging from the coal industry, unions,
regional politicians and others). While policies were introduced at the EU and German level to lower CO2 emissions and increase renewables, these were not effective
in significantly reducing coal consumption in recent years
(due to a low carbon price since 2008). Several drivers,
however, have created momentum which is most likely
to result in an official coal phase-out plan by the German
government by 2019:
yyRising global pressure on climate related issues, especially due to the Paris agreement
yyThe German “climate protection plan 2050” (“Klimaschutzplan 2050”) implying a phase-out of coal
yyThe realization that Germany is likely to miss its 2020
climate targets
yyAn increased pressure from civil society to foster/
concentrate on a coal phase-out on a national level
(mobilizing people & capacities formerly engaged with
the now decided nuclear phase-out) and international
level (also including people & capacities from the climate justice movement).
yyA weakening economic situation for coal power plants
due to rising renewable shares and lower wholesale
electricity prices.
This momentum was supported by alternative technical
innovations to enable a coal phase-out as well as intensified research on climate mitigation and adaptation
aspects.
The German Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
(BMWi) already attempted to implement a “climate contribution” for power plants in 2015 to achieve a reduction of 22 MtCO2, in addition to the reduction foreseen
in the business-as-usual or BAU scenario. The “climate
contribution” would have been an additional financial
levy paid by power plant operators to the German state,
addressing primarily old and CO2-intensive coal power
plants. A level of 18 €/tCO2, in combination with a free
allocation of 3-7 MtCO2/GW of plant capacity (depending on the age of the plant) was deemed appropriate to
assure a 22 MtCO2-reduction by 2020. The levy included
the option for power operators to emit beyond their
free allocation levels when decommissioning additional EU-ETS CO2-certificates (Oei, Gerbaulet, Kemfert,
Kunz, Reitz, et al., 2015). The introduction of the climate
contribution, similarly to most of the other discussed
additional measures, would have mainly affected older
and CO2-intensive lignite power plants in the state of
North-Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) and Lusatia.

Local politicians, power plant companies and unions
raised their concerns that this would result in the rapid
closure of many power plants combined with job losses.
A premature closure of most power plants was, however, unlikely (Oei, Gerbaulet, Kemfert, Kunz, Reitz, et al.,
2015). As the measure would have only resulted in a
reduction of full load hours, it would have hardly affected
employment in the power plants. In addition, many of the
older plants are scheduled to go offline in the 2020s, and
their workforce reductions would not have been related
to the climate contribution..
The coalition of (local) politicians (esp. from NRW and the
party of social democrats), union members (esp. from IG
BCE) and power plant operators (esp. from RWE operating
most coal fired power plants in NRW) urged national policy makers to shelve the idea of the “climate contribution”.
The alternatively proposed so-called “coal reserve” aimed
at reducing CO2 emissions by around 10 Mt by 2020. The
reserve consists of eight relatively old lignite units with an
overall capacity of 2.7 GW (see Table 4) (Oei et al., 2016).
The operators agreed that all units would be shut down
entirely after the agreed reserve period of four years. Yet
the technical requirements for this “coal reserve” such
as an early notification period of 11 days prior to plant
activation as well as the existing overcapacities in the
German and European electricity market, make it unlikely
that this reserve will ever be activated. In addition, the
majority of units would have been closed anyways in the
following years. These reserve payments of in total €1.6
bn therefore could be seen as an unnecessary scrappage
bonus. Nevertheless, agreeing on a consensus between
operators and the government had the advantage of not
causing additional insecurity due to legal claims.4
To negotiate the details of a German coal phase-out, a
non-partisan, structured dialog process with key stakeholders has been suggested (Agora Energiewende, 2016).
The eleven concrete aspects to achieve a coal phase-out
at the latest by 2040 include:
� The establishment of a ‘Round Table on a National
Consensus on Coal’ with key stakeholders, similar to
the approach taken with nuclear power.
� A set end date for coal as well as a phase-out trajectory
enshrined in law.

4

Several operators in German are currently suing the state for
having had to close down their nuclear power plants earlier than
originally planned (see http://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/
energiepolitik/atomauss tieg-s taat-muss-energiekonzerneentschaedigen-14561282.html).
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Table 4. Newly introduced “Coal Reserve“ in Germany in 2016
Owner

Unit

Mibrag / EPH

Buschhaus

RWE

LEAG / EPH
(Vattenfall)

Power [MW]

Age in 2020 Reserve start
(shut down after 4 years)

Particularities

352

35

10 / 2016

Was moved into reserve in 09/2016 as the mining site
was fully exploited. Next site is 150km away,
resulting in higher variable costs.

Frimmersdorf P

284

54

10 / 2017

Frimmersdorf Q

278

50

10 / 2017

Last 2 (out of 8) units; facing economic problems for
several years.

Niederaußem E

295

50

10 / 2018

Niederaußem F

299

49

10 / 2018

Neurath C

292

47

10 / 2019

Similar efficiency factors as other 300 MW units and
near its technical lifetime.

Jänschwalde E

465

33

10 / 2018

Jänschwalde F

465

31

10 / 2019

Most recent units at the site Jänschwalde (start of
operation of the 6 units 1981-1989); it is sometimes
easier to start shutting down the last units first.

Were already listed in the official list of expected
closures with the closing date 2019.

Source : Oei et al. (2016); The plant in Jänschwalde was bought by LEAG in 09/2016 from Vattenfall.

� No new construction of power plants, no additional
lignite mines and no more related relocations.
� A cost-efficient decommissioning plan with flexibility options between lignite mining regions and
operators to avoid domino effects (between mines
and power plants).
� The creation of a foundation for the follow-up costs
of lignite mining, payed for by the operators.
� The implementation of a ‘Structural Change Fund’
over €250 million, payed for by the federal budget,
to support affected regions.
� Safeguarding security of supply, as well as the economic competitiveness of the German economy and
in particular the energy intensive industry.
� CO2 certificates which are set free are retired immediately to strengthen the EU ETS.
The focus on phasing-out coal would need to be accompanied by an acceleration of renewable energy capacity expansion, as well as support for lignite regions,
that need to cope with the coal exit. A fund for structural changes would need to provide both financial as
well as capacity building support, to strengthen the
economy, science and research, improve infrastructure
and help civil society adapt to the changes (see Agora
Energiewende, 2017) and Herpich et al. (Forthcoming).
In the 2017 general election campaign, Angela Merkel
promised that Germany would meet its 2020 GHG
emission reduction target of -40% compared to 1990
levels. To achieve these emission reductions, older and
more inefficient coal-fired power plants would need
to be closed by 2020. In the climate protection plan
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2050, sectoral targets for 2030 have been set: The
energy sector will need to reduce emissions to 175183 million t CO 2-eq from 358 mt CO 2-eq in 2014
(Bundeskabinett 2016). Cutting the sector’s emissions
by half will require further coal-fired power plant closures (80% of electricity generation CO 2 emissions
can be attributed to coal, see Umweltbund esamt
(2017)).
Germany’s coal sector is not only being challenged
by domestic regulations but a strengthening global
movement tackling climate change and coal. E.g., in
2017, during COP 23 in Bonn, the „Powering Past Coal”
alliance has been announced. The United Kingdom and
Canada, as well as more than 20 other states and
regions pledged to end coal consumption. On a European level, the “Coal Regions in Transition Platform”
addresses upcoming changes in former coal mining
regions. Another aspect that could reduce economic
viability for coal in Germany, is French President Macron’s initiative for an EU-wide minimum CO2-price.
Following these trends, the new German coalition government wants to set up a commission to structure the
coal phase-out. The commission will need to achieve a
consensus on an end date for coal as well as the pathway of declining coal consumption until then. Furthermore, this pathway will need to be in line with climate
targets for 2020 and 2030. Part of the commission’s
work will be to also decide on new structural funds to
support the coal regions. These funds are guaranteed
€1.5 billion for the time period from 2018 to 2021 by
the national government.

3. National coal transitions

2

3. National coal transitions

3.1. Quantitative coal scenarios
In the following chapter, we lay out two scenarios for
the decarbonization of Germany, with special focus on
the role of coal during the transition. The presented scenarios are based on the results of the Climate Protection
Scenario (Klimaschutzszenario) 2050 (Oko-Institut e.V
and Fraunhofer ISI, 2015), as well as statistical data from
AG Energiebilanzen e.V. (2017) for the starting year of
2010, and do not include any new simulations results.

3.1.1. Current “NDC-based” scenario and
implications for coal
Current “NDC” scenario for Germany. Germany does
not have an official NDC by itself, as the European Union
submitted a joint NDC to the UNFCCC. The EU NDC
(European Union, 2015) includes a binding 40% GHG
reduction target by 2030, compared to 1990. This is in
addition to the earlier target of 20% GHG reduction by
2020, and a reduction goal of 80-95% by 2050 (both
compared to the baseline year of 1990).
Nonetheless, Germany submitted a national long-term
strategy to the UNFCCC, in the form of the Climate
Action Plan 2050 agreed by the German government
(Bundeskabinett, 2016). In this plan, the German government set goals of a 55% GHG emissions reduction
by 2030, as well as 80-95% reduction by 2050 (as com-

pared to the basis year 1990) and defined sectoral goal
ranges. The pathway of 55% GHG emissions reductions
by 2030, and 80% by 2050 corresponds very closely
to the KS80 (climate protection scenario 80%) in the
Climate Protection Scenario 2050 (Oko-Institut e.V and
Fraunhofer ISI, 2015), and is used as the “NDC” scenario
for Germany in this report. In the recent coalition agreement (CDU, CSU, and SPD 2018) the governing parties
agreed to make the 55% GHG emission reduction target
by 2030 legally binding.
German “NDC” emissions pathway and sectoral
emission reductions. In the overall emission pathway
under the “NDC” scenario, GHG emissions are gradually reduced over time, with 57% emissions reductions
until 2030, and 83% emissions reductions until 2050
(Emission reductions relative to 1990 and excluding international aviation and maritime traffic).
On a sectoral level, there are significant differences
between mitigation efforts and timing (all numbers as
compared to 2010 emissions levels). While the energy
sector and residential sector reduce their emissions significantly already by 2030 (51.86% for the energy sector
and 50.84% for the residential sector) and largely decarbonize by 2050 (90.5% and 84.8% respectively), most
other sectors achieve the bulk of their emissions reduc-

Figure 7. German sectoral emissions under NDC scenario (excl. international aviation and maritime traffic)
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).
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Figure 8. Energy mix in the power sector in the NDC scenario
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).

tions later (notably transport, with emissions reductions
of 38.4% by 2030 and 79.7% by 2050). Some sectors do
not achieve very high levels of further emissions reductions as compared to 2010, notably industry with 61.3%
emissions reductions by 2050 and agriculture with only
25.3% emissions reductions by 2050.
In the electricity sector, emissions reductions are
achieved by shifting to renewable energy (primarily
onshore & off-shore wind, as well as photovoltaic), as
can be seen in Figure 8. Nuclear energy is phased out in
accordance with current government plants, and carbon
capture, transport and storage (CCTS) is not applied
in the electricity sector. In the industrial sector higher
efficiency levels and a substitution of fossil fuels by biomass and electricity achieve the emissions reductions. It
should be noted though that the relatively low levels of
emissions reductions in the industrial sector are characteristic of many models as these often do not consider
all potential mitigation options such as material substitution and new materials not included in traditional
portfolios (IEA, 2017).
Impacts on coal consumption & discussion of drivers
and uncertainties. The “NDC” scenario for Germany
puts significant restrictions on coal consumption, reducing total coal consumption (hard coal and lignite) by
52.7% by 2030 and by 86.5% by 2050, as compared to
the base year of 2010. Lignite is, at the beginning, phased
out more slowly than hard coal due to lower electricity
generation costs, given the assumed CO2 prices; however,
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towards 2050 around 23% of the 2010 consumption of
hard coal persists in the system, whereas lignite is nearly
completely phased out (see Figure 9).
Reduction of coal consumption is mainly taking place in
the power sector. As described previously, lignite consumption will end by 2050, and as lignite is almost exclusively used in the power sector, the reduction is achieved
via the decommissioning of lignite power plants. Power
production from hard coal diminishes significantly as
well: It is down 64.4% by 2030 and 90.5% by 2050 as
compared to the base year of 2010.
The difference between the two coal types is mainly
driven by the continued consumption of hard coal in the
industrial sector (consumption outside of the power and
industrial sector is grouped together with consumption
of the industrial sector, as the former comprises only a
miniscule share of the overall total consumption). Here,
as discussed in Section 2.1 a large share of consumption
is determined by metal production, and more specifically
the steel sector, which uses hard coal (via the transformation to coke) in the BF-BOF (blast furnace – blast
oxygen furnace) production route (see Figure 9).
The reduction of hard coal consumption in the industrial
sector is achieved via three mechanisms: Firstly, the shift
from coal towards biomass in industrial furnaces, where
high temperatures are needed; secondly, more efficient
material use, as well as an increase in recycling; and thirdly, a relative shift from the BF-BOF route of steel production towards the electric arc furnace route (Oko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI, 2015) (Table 5-20, p. 149).

3. National coal transitions
Figure 9. Coal consumption in Germany in NDC scenario
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An exception is the use of hard coal in blast furnaces for
steel making; here, coal does not only serve the purpose
of heat provision, but is also a reducing agent. While other
primary steel making technologies exist, which use electricity or hydrogen as a reducing agents, these were not
competitive under the assumptions of the technology
scenario. The assumed CO2 prices in the NDC scenario
(increasing from 15 Euro/ton in 2010, to 50 Euro/ton
in 2030 and 130 Euro/ton in 2050), were not sufficient
to introduce CCTS in the industrial sector. Technology
cost, CO2 cost and hard coal price assumptions as well
as the achievement of material efficiency targets and
the success of substituting coal by biomass in industrial
furnaces (and biomass availability) all determine what
role hard coal plays in the NDC scenario.

3.1.2.Two degree-compatible coal scenario
Scenario choice. The climate protection scenario 95
(KS95) 2050 (Oko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI, 2015)
serves as the two degree compatible scenario of Germany for this report, which foresees 94.4% emissions
reductions by 2050 (as compared to 1990, and excluding
international aviation and maritime transport) and which
is very close in terms of sectoral targets to the climate
protection plan 2050 of the German government.
There is no universal approach to determine the fair
share of contribution to emissions reductions, as it is a
highly normative question and several principles exists
to evaluate fairness in climate negotiations (Ringius, Torvanger, and Undertal, 2002). Among them being the
polluter pays principle (including historic responsibility),

egalitarian approaches (based on per capita emission
allowances) and capability based approaches. Furthermore, the question of fairness is also influenced by the
support (financial or technological) of richer countries to
help poorer countries reduce their emissions.
Nevertheless, it is generally agreed by experts and policy
makers, that, as a highly developed country with historically large emissions, Germany needs to set a highly
ambitious emissions target to satisfy the condition of
fairness. At present, based on current technological assumptions and the limited range of scenarios that have
been developed, reducing emissions beyond 95% by
2050 is foreseen to potentially be highly costly. Further emission reductions could be reached by supporting
other countries in their emission reduction ambition.
However, in general, the question of how to achieve
carbon neutrality is not as well-researched in Germany
as the -80 to -95% scenarios.
Overall emissions pathway and sectoral emission
reductions. Compared to the NDC scenario above,
emissions reductions are achieved earlier in time, and
go significantly deeper (see Figure 10). Emissions are reduced by 67.9% by 2030 and 94.4% by 2050 (as compared to 1990 and excluding international aviation and
maritime transport).
In contrast to the NDC scenario, in order to reach a 95%
emission reduction levels, nearly all sectors excluding the
agricultural (48.1% emissions reductions as compared to
2010) and waste sector (74.7% as compared to 2010)
need to achieve emission reduction levels of 95% or high-
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Figure 10. German sectoral emissions under 95% reduction scenario (excl. international aviation and maritime traffic)
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Figure 11. Energy mix in power sector in the 95% reduction scenario
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er. This is in contrast to the higher remaining emissions
in the transport and industry in the NDC scenario. These
lower emissions are achieved by a higher rate of electrification, an increased use of biomass in industry (not only
substituting hard coal, but also gas), the use of CCTS in the
industrial (not the power) sector (which combined with
biomass leads to negative emissions for some processes),
an increased material efficiency leading to lower primary
good demand, and a high level of energy efficiency (for
example through the use of waste heat recovery via heat
pumps).
In the power sector the most significant difference to the
NDC scenario is the quicker phase out of coal (discussed
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in detail in the following subsection), and a long-term increase of power consumption, as other sectors electrify.
As in the NDC scenario, conventional power generation
is replaced by renewable energy sources, mainly wind
and solar (visible in Figure 11). The additional electricity demand is mainly served by a significant increase in
onshore and offshore wind power production, whereas
solar power is only increased by a small percentage (as
compared to the NDC scenario).
Impacts on coal consumption & discussion of drivers
and uncertainties. In the two-degree scenario, impacts
on coal consumption are coming significantly earlier

3. National coal transitions
Figure 12. Coal consumption in Germany in in the 95% reduction scenario
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and are more far reaching than in NDC scenario. Coal
consumption is reduced by 44.3% by 2020, 76.8% by
2030 and 95.1% by 2050 (see Figure 12).
As in the NDC scenario the largest emissions reductions
are taking place in the power sector, with a quick reduction of power produced by lignite, which is reduced by
50.9% by 2020 and 95.6% by 2030 (a complete phaseout is only achieved by 2050). Power production from
hard coal is also reduced significantly in the earlier years
(53.8% by 2020), but then more gradually phased out
by 2050.
By the year 2030, the largest share of coal remains the
use of hard coal in the industrial sector. Until 2030, the
consumption of coal in the industrial sector is reduced
on a similar trajectory as in the NDC scenario, however,
afterwards larger reductions of coal consumption are
achieved (59.1% by 2040 and 74.5% by 2050). The difference to the NDC scenario is driven by the completion
of the shift of coal to biomass in the industrial sector, so
that coal is exclusively used for steel production. Within
the steel sector there is a further increase of production
of steel in electric arc furnaces, a higher material efficiency leading to lower steel demands, as well as higher
energy efficiency.
Alternative pathways to the 2°C scenario. As in the
NDC scenario several uncertainties exist which could
affect the emissions trajectory as well as the consumption of coal. A high CO2 price trajectory is assumed to
incentivize emissions reductions (from 30 Euros/ton in
2020, via 87 Euros/ton in 2030 to 200 Euros/ton in

2050, however other studies see lower CO2 price scenarios as feasible as well, for example (Philipp Gerbert
et al., 2018).
In the power sector, two of the characteristics relevant
for this report vary between published studies on the
future German energy transition: first, the speed and
criteria by which coal is phased out, and second, by what
it is replaced. With regard to the speed that a coal phaseout needs to happen at, two degree scenarios usually
see a rather quick shutdown of coal capacity in the early
twenties and a complete phase-out at the earliest by
2025 and at the latest by 2040 (New Climate Institute,
2016; WWF, 2017; Oei, Gerbaulet, Kemfert, Kunz, and
Hirschhausen, 2015; Gerbert et al., 2018; Öko-Institut
e.V and Fraunhofer ISI, 2015). Often the age, structure,
and in the case of lignite the clusters, of power plants
and mines are taken into account for more detailed coal
phase out plans (Oei et al., 2014; Öko-Institut, 2017). In
nearly all recent studies coal is replaced by renewable
energy (and energy efficiency in the short run). These
have all excluded the possibility of CCTS technology in
the power sector, as there is limited storage potential,
and opposition from civil society against a large-scale
CCTS infrastructure (Von Hirschhausen, Herold, and Oei,
2012). In addition, and especially with the recent cost
reductions in renewable technologies, CCTS in the power
sector is economically unattractive. Different scenarios
use varying combinations of RES technologies, energy
efficiency and imports from other countries to replace
coal. Simply replacing coal by natural gas is incompatible
with long-term emission targets, although it may play
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a role in providing capacity to the market (Oko-Institut
e.V and Fraunhofer ISI, 2014). Most studies focus on
onshore wind and solar PV as providing most of the
electricity, and depending on the availability, biomass
is also used (Oko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI, 2014).
The exact mix between solar, on- and offshore wind
depends on the long-term cost assumptions regarding
these technologies, as well as the costs and availability
of storage and demand response as well as energy efficiency measures and has been extensively discussed in
the literature (Schmid, Pahle, and Knopf, 2013).
A major impact on coal consumption is the availability and competiveness of the CCTS technology in
the industrial sector, and specifically the steel sector.
Whereas in the NDC scenario emissions reductions via
efficiency improvements (material and energy) and a
relative shift to electric arc furnace steel are sufficient
to be compatible with an 80% emissions reduction goal
in 2050, in the two degree scenario high emissions
reductions also for the industrial sector are necessary,
which imply a change of process. In this scenario, CCTS
was applied to achieve these emissions reductions. If
CCTS is not available (either due to technological or
political reasons), or other technologies are more cost
efficient, other production routes would be employed
in the steel sector.
Technological alternatives in the steel sector for CCTS
are for example hydrogen direct reduction, where hydrogen is used as a reducing agent, or iron ore electrolysis (Fischedick et al., 2014). While CCTS technologies
was seen to be closest to commercialization (European
Commission, 2010), several CCTS pilots were cancelled
and as a result the view of companies and policy makers has changed. Especially hydrogen direct reduction
is seen as a main technological alternative, along with
CCTS technologies in the future (Morfeldt, Nijs, and
Silviera, 2015). Both hydrogen direct reduction and iron
ore electrolysis do not use coal as an input and instead
rely on electricity as the main energy source. This means
most of the remaining hard coal use in the steel sector
(and thus the industrial sector) may be substituted by
electricity if CCTS technology is not used, and emissions
reductions are to be achieved.
Next to lower-emission process choices, as well as emissions reductions via material efficiency, the substitution
of carbon-intensive materials by more climate-friendly
material choices may play an important role in two-degree scenarios as well; however, this option is often
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disregarded in many mitigation scenarios (IEA, 2017),
as more attention in the policy discourse and research
have so far been on new production technologies and
processes, rather than materials substitution.

3.2. Coal-related policy dimensions
for achieving NDCs and moving to 2°C
scenarios for Germany
3.2.1. Implementing NDCs and coal
In the following we lay out the existing EU and German
policy framework (and recent reforms), as these play
a fundamental role in phasing out coal. Subsequently,
we point out where additional policies may be needed.
The German government and the European Commission
use different instruments to decrease the effects of human-induced climate change at different levels (e.g., at
the national and EU levels). At the EU level, the policies
most relevant for the coal phase-out are the European
Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) (European Union,
2009b), which covers around 45% of the EU’s emissions,
and the renewable energy directive (European Union,
2009a).
However, these policies alone have been ineffective
in phasing out coal in Germany. A variety of different
mechanisms to complement the EU’s policies are therefore discussed in Germany and in parallel an ambitious
structural reform of the EU-ETS was pursued (discussed
in the following paragraph). The aim of this polycentric
approach is not to establish mutually exclusive instruments or mechanisms, but to take action in several areas simultaneously. The German government cites three
possible courses of action: greater commitment outside
the framework of the EU-ETS such as further deployment of RES technologies and increased efficiency on
the demand side, a focus on an ambitious structural
reform of the EU-ETS and flanking measures within the
context of the Energiewende (see also description below)
(Bundeskabinett, 2016). Support for such an agreement
has been expressed by different players of the energy sector. These companies would profit from higher load factors for their gas capacities and an accompanying rise in
wholesale electricity prices. Energy-intensive industries,
on the other hand, benefit from currently low wholesale
prices and are therefore opposed to any measures that
might lead to a price increase. The major argument from
these branches of industry is a fear of deindustrialization
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(or “carbon leakage”) as Germany might no longer be
able to compete with lower production costs in foreign
countries. Various studies, however, have shown that a
moderate increase in electricity prices would have only
limited effects on the competitiveness of German industry.5 There are also some signs that industry opposition
to deep emissions cuts is decreasing. A recent study
commissioned by the German industry association BDI
finds that an 80% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 is feasible without large cost increases to
society (and negative cost for industry, due to significant energy cost savings, which more than compensate
investment costs for emissions reductions and energy
efficiency), and that up to 95% reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions in Germany are technically feasible by
2050, albeit with some technological and cost uncertainties (Philipp Gerbert et al., 2018). The report however underlines the challenge of deep decarbonization
(i.e. moving from “-80 to -95%”) for industry and the
development of a credible portfolio of (policy and financial) measures for supporting and incentivizing the
significant innovation effort will be crucial for guiding
the energy intensive industry sectors on the decarbonisation pathway (Neuhoff et al., 2018).
But the EU-ETS has so far failed to induce significant
investments in new technologies; and even the recent
reforms proposed by the European Commission and
currently discussed by the legislators, (European Union,
2018), while likely to raise prices, will not deliver price
signals sufficient for phasing out coal completely (especially lignite).
The reform includes a regular stocktaking with regard
to the Paris agreement and a strengthening of the linear
reduction factor of the emissions cap from 1.74% to
2.2%. It also comprises a reform of the market stability
reserve, leading to a quicker reduction of the banking
surplus by a doubling of the intake rate and a cancellation of those allowances in the market stability reserve
that exceed the previous year’s emissions (from 2023).
Finally, national governments may reduce the amount
of allowance they auction if they implement additional
national measures that lead to the closure of electrici5

See Agora Energiewende (2014): Comparing Electricity Prices
for Industry. Analysis. An Elusive Task - Illustrated by the
German Case. Berlin; and Neuhoff et al., (2014): Energie- und
Klimapolitik: Europa ist nicht allein. (DIW Wochenbericht Nr.
6/2014) DIW Berlin. Neuhoff et al., (2016): Energiekostenindex
für die deutsche Industrie in den letzten Jahren deutlich gesunken.
DIW Wochenbericht 41 / 2016.

ty generation capacity within their territory. Especially
the last point would allow additional national measures
taken with regard to coal generation capacities to be
fully effective as an emission reducing policy also at
the European level.
This carbon effectiveness of national measures is relevant, as in the medium term, prices from emissions
trading may not provide sufficiently strong signals to
drive a shift away from high-carbon energy sources,
especially with regard to lignite generation capacities.
The NDC scenario foresees a significant reduction in
lignite generation before 2030. However, the marginal
costs of lignite based energy production in Germany
lie below those of combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT)
power plants as long as CO2 prices do not exceed 40-50
€/tCO2. As this exceeds most current price estimates
during the time period until 2030, a fuel switch seems
unlikely. The CO2-prices required to switch from older
hard coal power plants to new gas power units are in
the range of 20-40 €/tCO2, which makes this scenario
more probable. These prices depend primarily on fuel
costs as well as power plant efficiency and can therefore
vary for each unit (Oei et al., 2014). Thus, while EU policy makers are taking action to increase the EU-ETS in
the medium term, it has also become clear that it may
be necessary to introduce additional national instruments that governments could introduce in parallel to
emissions trading. Furthermore, the high uncertainty in
timing and potential abruptness with which a price-induced phase-out might occur could create challenges in
managing a just transition, which may make an orderly
approach via additional measures more desirable. These
are discussed in the following.
The introduction of the “coal reserve” in 2016 – although being less effective than the previously discussed
climate contribution – marks only the first step in upcoming additional national measures to structure the
German coal phase-out. Some countries in the EU and
North America have taken similar initiatives by adopting
complementary measures: the UK (CO2 emissions performance standards, EPS, and a carbon price floor), the
USA (EPS and an additional retirement plan for older
plants), and Canada (EPS).
In Table 5, we summarize policies designed to reduce
German power sector GHG emissions in general and to
phase out coal in particular. Possible accompanying measures to reduce coal-based power generation in Germany
include minimum fuel efficiency or greater flexibility re-
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Table 5. Possible instruments for reducing coal-based power generation (in the German context)
PROPOSED MEASURE

EXPECTED EFFECT

POSSIBLE ADVANTAGES

POSSIBLE SHORTCOMINGS

EU-ETS reform

Price signal through: introduction of market
stability reserve (MSR) in 2019 instead of
2021; 900 mn EUA from backloading
directly in MSR; increase of intake rate to
24% until 2023; invalidation of certificates
in the reserve; possibility for voluntary
reduction of auctioned certificates in case
of national policy-induced power plant closures.

EU-wide instrument; thus, no
cross-border leakage effects
targets several sectors besides
electricity

Structural reforms uncertain from
today's perspective; the timing of the
impact is unpredictable due to high
surplus of certificates

CO2 floor price

CO2 certificates would become more
expensive; stronger effect if the minimum
price is valid in the entire EU or at least in
several countries

Investment security for operators

Feasible prices probably too low to
result in a switch from lignite to
natural gas in the short term

Minimum efficiency

Closure of inefficient power plants

More efficient utilization of raw
materials

Open cycle gas turbines (OCGT)
could also be affected; complex and
time-consuming test and
measurement processes

Flexibility requirements

Closure or singling out of inflexible power plants

Better integration of fluctuating
renewable energy sources

Combined cycle gas turbines
(CCGT) could also be affected;
complex and time-consuming test
and measurement processes

Coal phase-out law

Maximum production [TWh] or emissions
allowances [tCO2] for plants

Fixed coal phase-out plan &
schedule
investment security

Outcome of auctioning of allowances
would be difficult to predict

Emissions performance
standard (per unit; for new
plants and retrofits)

Restrictions for new plants and retrofits
(without CO2 capture)
[< x g/MWh]

Prevention of CO2-intensive (future
stranded) investments

Minor short-term reduction in
emissions

Emissions performance
standard (emissions cap for
existing plants)

Reduce load factor for depreciated coal
fired power plants (e.g., >30y)
[< x g/MW]

Preservation of generation
capacities

Negative impact on economic
efficiency of power plants might lead
to closure of older blocks

Capacity mechanisms or
reserve for coal plants

Incentive for construction of less CO2intensive power plants when including
environmental criteria

Support for gas power plants or
moving of coal power plants into a
reserve to reduce their emissions
and prevent supply bottlenecks

Difficult to establish criteria that are
in line with EU state aid laws if
payments should only be given to
selected units

Climate contribution fee

Additional levy for old CO2-intensive power plants

Limiting output of most CO2intensive generation facilities;
preserving capacities; compatible
with EU-ETS

Older units might become
uneconomical if the fee is too high

Reduced transmission grid
expansion

Increased congestion might prohibit lignite
electricity generation in times of high
renewable energy production

Redispatch of less CO2-intensive
capacities; lower investment costs
for transmission lines

Transmission grids might be needed
for renewables in the long run

Forbidding new lignite mines

Terminating current plans for new mining
sites in East Germany

No displacements of villagers; no
retrofits for lignite power plants;
investment security for all affected
people

No effect for regions with sufficient
already granted mining rights

Closing existing lignite mines Reducing mining volumes of active mines
in North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW)

Concentration on one mine
(instead of three) reduces fixed
costs and less displacements;
overall volumes insufficient for
entire lignite fleet leading to some
closures

Does not necessarily hit the oldest
inefficient power plants first

-

Source : Own depiction based on Oei et al. (2014).

quirements, national minimum prices for CO2 emissions
allowances, capacity mechanisms, a residual emissions
cap for coal-fired power plants, emissions performance
standards, and policies regulating transmission grids.
In Germany, these could be implemented in parallel to
the desired EU-ETS reform.6 An analysis of the policy
options reveals that:

6

This section is based on a study by Oei et al., (2014) phasing out
coal, in particular lignite.
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y yThe introduction of a national CO2 emissions performance standard (EPS) for new and existing fossil-fired
power plants could be contemplated as a specific
means of reducing coal-based power generation, e.g.,
taking into account the plant age structure;
y ya national CO2 floor price would presumably not be
sufficient to effect a switch from lignite to natural gas
in the near future;
yyminimum efficiency and flexibility requirements for power plants do not directly aim at a reduction of CO 2
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emissions and, depending on specifics, would also affect
gas power plants;
yya coal phase-out law with fixed production or emissions
allowances for coal-fired power plants could prescribe a
schedule for phasing out coal-based power generation
in Germany and therefore provide investment security
for all affected parties;
yyolder plants could be integrated into a capacity reserve
to compensate the operators and at the same time
prevent scarcity of generation capacity;
yythe discussed “climate contribution” fee for old coal
power plants, as proposed by the German Ministry
for Economy and Energy in 2015, would be another
cost-efficient instrument. It is also compatible with
the EU-ETS, as certificates are taken from the market
and no leakage effect occurs;
yyfuture electricity transmission planners now have concrete CO2 targets that need to be respected in their
calculations and will influence the planning of new
lines in a way that is more closely aligned with the
goals of the Energiewende;
yya useful demand side instrument would be a ban on
new lignite open strip mines (in the eastern part of
Germany) or earlier closure of existing mines (in
North-Rhine Westphalia).
In conclusion, plenty of suitable instruments to organize
a coal phase-out exist. The effect of each instrument,
however, depends on their specific configurations and
their effectiveness in addressing existing exemptions or
loop holes. Given a political will to foster a phase-out,
deciding which instrument to choose is most important not in terms of effectiveness (CO2 reduction), but
much more as regards potentially significant distribution
effects in terms of fuel-switches, operators, regions or
individual power plants.
The decision to use one specific climate instrument
might, however, not necessarily result in the expected
phase-out and emission reductions if power plant operators manage to install additional exemption criteria.
One option is therefore to push for a combination of
different instruments targeting different characteristics
of the intended coal phase-out and thus increasing the
probability for success. This might include a control
mechanism to phase-out older plants (e.g. through specific CO2 emissions for plants older than 30 years), the
reduction of emissions by younger plans (e.g. through
absolute CO2 emissions) as well as a moratorium on
new mines and power plants.

Outside of the electricity sector, additional policies are
needed as well:
In the industrial sector, additional policies might be
needed to drive efficiency changes (Neuhoff et al., 2018;
BMWi, 2016) and a shift to biomass, if CO2 prices do
not reach levels of around 50 Euros/ton by 2030. As the
carbon price currently is muted due to free allocation of
allowances, the carbon price needs to be reestablished
and become visible to intermediate firms and end consumers. This can either be done in concert with other
major producers of materials and products, or via the
inclusion of consumption policy, which reintroduces the
carbon price via a carbon charge in sectors where free
allocation is taking place (Neuhoff et al., 2016). Innovation policies such as carbon contracts for differences or public procurement may also be considered and
become necessary for the two-degree scenario. Some
sectors, such as transport and the building stock are
not covered by the EU ETS. However, as they do not
use coal as a significant input factor, they are outside
the focus of this report.

3.2.2. Moving from NDCs to 2°C compatible
transitions for coal
Moving from NDCs to 2°C compatible transitions calls
for enhanced and faster action in all sectors. Although
the shift will have a big impact across all sectors, the
electricity sector will see the most room for leverage,
due to a variety of available low-carbon alternatives and
existing policies such as the renewable policy regime.
The German government is currently aiming at a reduction of their CO2 emissions in the electricity sector from
2014 until 2030 by at least 50%. Decreasing overall CO2
emission in the German electricity sector to comply with
the 2°C target would therefore imply closing the majority of coal capacities , at the latest in the early 2020s.
50% of all remaining lignite and hard coal capacities in
Germany were constructed before 1990. A study for
WWF (2017) consequently recommends the closure of
these older plants already by 2020 and a complete coal
phase-out by 2035.
Although politically and technically challenging, the
phase-out is both technically and economically feasible.
But in order for this to be achieved, a number of crucial
conditions would need to be met to address the current
barriers to a phase-out (Brauers, 2017):
yyRegional support: Ease the fear of lignite regions/communities of being left behind
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yyIndustry support: Ensure that climate policy frame-

yyUnions have a strong influence on German politics.

work supports low-carbon transition rather than carbon
leakage.
y yWorkers: Ensure current coal workers a transition into
new, decent jobs or social security payments
y yCivil Society: Address fear of being left alone with
follow-up costs
y yNew industries: Reducing uncertainty concerning
coal’s future and facilitating the settling of new companies in former coal-dominated regions

One of the two most important coal unions has shown
an increased awareness of current trends, no longer
asking to stop a further reduction in coal consumption, but instead demanding social security for affected
workers (enervis, 2016). If unions can be convinced that
other well paid jobs will be provided for coal workers,
or their social security will otherwise be guaranteed,
one of the most important stakeholders might support
an earlier phase-out date.
yyMining regions are actively engaged in planning ahead
for the transition away from coal (BMWi, 2018). Increased (financial) structural support for these regions can increase acceptance for a coal phase-out
decision. The new German government included
€1.5 billion for structural change, including structural policies in coal regions, for the time period from
2018 to 2021.
Unsuccessful coalition talks in late 2017 of Christian
Democrats, Liberals and the Green party discussed the
immediate closure of 7 GW of coal capacities already
by 2020.7 Deciding against an immediate beginning
of the progressive closure of sufficient coal capacities
would make it impossible to stay within a carbon budget
compatible with a 2°C-scenario. The annual emissions
of German coal-fired units would in this case exceed
the remaining budget within the next decade, leaving
no emissions for other sectors that are facing more difficulties and higher abatement costs. It is therefore of
importance that emissions from coal, especially in the
electricity sector, decrease at a very steep rate in the next
decade. An important advantage of an early shut-down
of the oldest capacities is that it consequentially allows
for more feasible reduction pathways in the following
years, smoothening the transition period for affected
communities and regions (Sachverstandigenrat fur Umweltfragen, 2017).
Moving from the NDC to the 2°C scenario will be especially relevant for the industrial sector, and specifically
the material producing industries like the steel sector,
as the ambition of sector specific emissions reduction is
significantly increased as compared to the NDC scenario.
Having to replace coal earlier and to a greater extent with
biomass and other substitution technologies, significant
technology improvements and innovation are needed to

In order to make these conditions a reality, the following
measures would need to be prioritised:
y yStructural funds securing long-term payments financed by the national or the European budget to
build up new capacities (for education, research, industry, civil society,…)
y yAddress potential price effects for low-income households.
y yGuaranteed secured retirement payments for older
workers and retraining for younger workers. Creation
of new (job) opportunities for the next generations
y ySecure sufficient funding from the operators to pay
for renaturation and other follow-up costs
y yClear political signals (e.g. a phase-out corridor for
coal)
Several barriers have prevented these changes until this
day: the coal industry resisted a reduction in coal consumption as it threatened their core business. Electricity
corporations frequently supported the coal industry as
a large share of their electricity was produced in coalfired power plants whilst unions wanted to prevent job
losses. Civil society often feared rising electricity prices, reduced supply security and the regional economic
dependence complicated the support for a reduction
(Brauers, 2017). However, it is worth mentioning that
a range of factors supporting a reduction in coal consumption have developed in the German context which
could help provide the basis for a genuine coal phaseout going forward:
y yNGOs and civil society are actively engaged in policy making in Germany. They are involved in the coal
phase-out debate especially due to air pollution and
health concerns as well as environmental protection
and climate change.
y yProsumers and community owned renewable energy
assets increase the acceptance for the energy transition.
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7

The Ministry of Economics and Energy announced to install a coal
commission in the summer of 2018 to decide upon a planned
coal phase-out.
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realize the two-degree scenario, among them technological options that represent substantial changes to the
production processes such as hydrogen technologies or
CCTS. An important part of the policy mix are therefore
innovation policies that bring new technologies closer
to commercialization and bridge the valley of death between the pilot to full scale installations (Nemet, Kraus,
and Zipperer, 2016). Policy options to achieve these goals
include carbon contracts for differences (Richstein, 2017),
the inclusion of consumption, as well as public procurement to create niches for new technologies (Neuhoff et
al., 2017)

3.2.3. International policy implications
As Germany is not a coal exporting country, nor does
it qualify for financial support for NDC implementation
(unlike developing countries), (future) international policy implications from the German coal phase-out relate
to two other sets of challenges. Firstly, Germany (and
Europe) provide lessons for designing a power system
based increasingly on renewables; and secondly, for innovation and realization of deep industrial decarbonization
(and industrial coal phase-out).
The already high and ever increasing share of (intermittent) renewable energy sources requires an evolution of
electricity market design. Essential in this context is the
role of system operation and of short-term markets in
providing flexibility for (the differences between) renewable and conventional energy infrastructure. This flexibility in operation may for example be realized by “pooling
resources over larger geographic areas through common
auction platforms [and] realizing the full flexibility of different assets based on multi-part bids” (Neuhoff, Wolter,
and Schwenen 2016). Another key element is the (re-)investment framework (ibid.) in the light of the significant

differences between fossil and renewable energy’s cost
structure. To realize the further expansion of renewables
in line with the phasing out of coal at the lowest final
cost for consumers, the regulatory framework will have
to be such that financing costs for capital investment
in renewables are minimized (see e.g. May et al., 2017).
Revenue streams from renewable power generation will
need to be predictable for longer time spans in order to
draw in more risk-reverse investors (Neuhoff, Wolter,
and Schwenen, 2016).
A different dimension of international policy implications
from the example of German (or EU) coal phase out is
less obvious as of yet and pertains to the options that
will (need to) be developed for supporting and financing
research and innovation support on deep decarbonization, including among others the substitution of coal
in industry in general and steel in particular. While approaches to reducing the use of coal as industrial energy
source are more obvious (fuel substitution, energy efficiency improvements), hard coal also serves as a socalled reducing agent in the blast-furnace route of steel
making. While technology options to replace coal here
do exist, these options, namely the switch to hydrogen
or electricity as reducing agents, were not competitive
under the assumptions of our technology scenario (and
under assumptions of other studies, although hydrogren
is listed as a potential game changer by (Philipp Gerbert
et al., 2018). The same holds for CCTS in industry under
the assumed CO2 prices of the NDC scenario.
Lacking competitive options and with the steel industry
still representing sizeable shares of GHG emissions in
major economies across the world, the incentives for
and support and financing of respective research and innovation may represent a case in point for international
policy coordination and cooperation.
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4. National case study: Germany — Past
experiences and strategies for the pending
coal transition
3

The case study Germany illustrates that even in one
country coal reduction pathways vary strongly and require different measures. Table 6 lists some of the main
differences between the reduction in hard coal and lignite production in Germany.
Even though the circumstances are different, the German
historical experience, however, also shows that regardless of the specificity of each reduction, certain identical dimensions need to be addressed to enable a “just
transition” (based on the concept by the International

Labour Organization, in order to create social justice
(ILO, 2015)). Figure 13 illustrates important aspects following the concept of the “just transition”, which need
to be addressed when a region transitions from a fossil
fuel-based economy to a low-carbon society in a just
way. They can be divided into aspects that account mainly for the mining regions and others that have to be dealt
with on a national or even supranational level. The figure
lists important areas that should be addressed by policy
makers in future transitions, while actually implement-

Table 6. Differences between the Ruhr and Lusatian mining regions.
Ruhr area

Lusatian region

Main energy carrier

Hard coal

Lignite

Type of mining

Deep mines

Open cast mines

Follow-up costs

High costs over a long time period
with an uncertain end date (“eternity costs”);
mainly for water management in the former mines

Costs for renaturation and reuse of the vast areas
of destroyed land (cost and time period easier
to predict compared to hard coal)

Environment/Population

Most densely populated area in Germany,
>5 million people

Rural/peripheral area
~1.1 million people

Phase-out consequences
for energy system

Limited; coal demand covered
with imports from overseas

No imports, mining and power plants are coupled;
potential “domino-effects”

1957-2018

Since 1989

Time period phase-out

Long, continuous process

Rapid reduction in only a few years
with follow-up consequences

Employment in mining

1957: ~600,000
1967: ~290,000
1977: ~190,000
2016: ~6,000

1989: ~139,000
1999: ~11,000
2016: ~8,000

Civil society

Protests against coal reduction in the mining regions;
Strong connection and identification
with jobs in hard coal production

Very little ecological concerns before reunification;
Reduction in coal dominated by reunification effects

Reasons for mining reduction Comparably cheap imported oil and hard coal

Reunification, inefficient and costly production
compared to West Germany

Labor productivity

Increased more than 4-fold since 1950

Almost constant from 1950s to 1990; then steep
increase catching up with Western German standards

Replacement of jobs

Focus on education, the service industry
and becoming a ”knowledge society”;
strong social security net, however,
also a strong increase in unemployment

Replacement of coal jobs difficult due
the economic and political breakdown
also outside the lignite sector

Source: based on Agora Energiewende (2017), RAG-Stiftung (2015, 1), Sachverständigenrat für Umweltfragen (2017), Verein der Kohleimporteure e.V. (2017),
Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft (2017d, 2017c), Goch (2009, 12) and Matthes (2000, 238).
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Figure 13. Dimensions for a just transition in coal regions
Multi-level, polycentric governance and planning
Participation & consensus of relevant stakeholders

Regional (structural) policy level
Workers & Citizens
Economy & Industry

Fossil fuel
based
economy

Finance

Infrastructure
Education & Research facilities

Soft location factors
Energy system

Social security and pension system

National or supranational (structural) policy level

Decentralized
renewable
energy system

.
Note: The size of each area does not implicate any valuation in terms of financial volume or importance of the dimensions

ed measures will vary for each case study depending
on regional specifics. In both the Ruhr area and Lusatia
some of the aspects were addressed successfully while
others were neglected. While important lessons can be
identified through the two transition pathways, room for
improvement is left and neither region has yet completed
a just transition. In the following, important German
experiences with structural policies on both the regional
and national (supranational) level are highlighted. The
whole process of the just transition away from fossil fuels
should be guided by multi-level governance and planning, encouraging the different political levels to interact
with each other in order to plan and implement effective
strategies. Furthermore, planning and decision making
should include a high degree of participation of all relevant stakeholders and deliver consent-based solutions to
increase acceptance and to tap endogenous potentials.

4.1. Regional level
Workers & citizens
A just transition needs to guarantee social security of
the mining workers and give them and the regions a
perspective beyond coal mining: That means that lost
jobs in the mining industry need to be replaced with
new comparable jobs in other industries and sectors. In
the Ruhr area, the strong influence of mining companies
and the energy and steel sector resulted in high subsidies which slowed-down the decline in coal production.
All employees entered either new employment or went

into early retirement. Additional anticipative measures
included retraining of the workers.
Regardless of the success of policies to ensure a more
moderately-paced decline, the Ruhr area struggled for
a long time to create new jobs, especially due to the
coal and steel crises coinciding with the end of a period
of strong economic growth. The inability to create new
jobs was mainly caused by the resistance of the mining companies8, problems for the domestic industries
caused by increasing competition due to globalization
and the misjudgment of the true nature of the coal and
steel crises, which prevented action towards a transition.
The Lusatian region faced and still faces the challenges of demographic changes and outward migration (to
West Germany), which is a common problem for rural
areas. The situation for Lusatia was aggravated as not
only the employment in the mining sector broke down
but the whole economic and political system. Moreover,
the decline in Eastern German coal production was significantly more abrupt than had been the case for hard
coal in the Ruhr area. Measures like early retirement were
implemented to ease tension on the labor market in the
entire East Germany. Consequently, Lusatia faces even
stronger problems than the Ruhr area to attract new
businesses providing local jobs.
Anticipative elements like retraining and an early communication of phase-out plans can ease the disruptive8

Mining and steel companies did not sell land (often unused) they
owned to new enterprises from other sectors in the fear of losing
qualified workers to the competition (in literature referred to as
“ground lock”; German: Bodensperre).
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ness of upcoming changes, by helping former coal miners
to stay in the labor market and to prevent erroneous
education and employment choices. A consideration
of the age structure in the German lignite sector for
example shows that over 50% of the employees are
older than 50 in 2017. The job decrease in an up-coming phase-out could hence be organized along the age
structure, without causing high numbers of unemployment (Sachverständigenrat für Umweltfragen, 2017).
Furthermore, early retraining and different education
choices can alleviate problems for phase-outs not only
in Germany, but also other countries. The case study of
the Ruhr area further shows that at the beginning of the
coal crisis, the job losses could be covered by new jobs
in the metal sector, which was in a comparatively good
economic condition at the time. The close relation of
these industries was an important factor for the success
of this shift of workers. Germany now has the possibility
to shift workers from the fossil-fuel sector to the related
renewable sector, the development of energy storage
technologies, construction of electric vehicles or the
particularly labour intensive task of insulating the existing building stock. The energy transition thus poses not
only a challenge for the mining regions but might also be
an opportunity: In 2016, the German renewable energy
industry employed around 334,000 people, compared
to only around 160,000 in 2004 (Burger et al., 2015;
IRENA, 2017). Although not all former coal workers will
simply be able to transition to the renewables sector,
it can enable regions to continue to play an important
role in the energy sector (Agora Energiewende, 2017).
Especially in Lusatia, people feel left behind and not
taken seriously of (inter-)national policy (Morton and
Müller, 2016). Therefore, a stronger participation of various stakeholders including civil society is necessary to
achieve better policy outcomes and public acceptance.

Economy & industry
The just transition should transform an economy which
strongly relied on mining and related industries (e.g.
suppliers or steel production) into a sustainable economy that ensures a decent life for people by including
elements of participation and consent-based decision
making. In the Ruhr area, the economy shifted from
the primary sector to the tertiary sector (“knowledge
society”), although, the necessary developments were
prolonged for a long time in the Ruhr area, especially
due to the strong resistance of coal asset owners to any
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changes. In the beginning, mining and steel companies
blocked developments by not selling their land to new
enterprises. Additionally, a substantial financial amount
of the structural policy packages was spent on the coal
and steel industry, instead of focusing on new sectors.
Nevertheless, the economy in the Ruhr area is now more
diversified thanks to a reorientation towards a more
participative approach in structural policy making, the
polycentric coordination of national, state and regional
policy making, and the majority of policy focus and support dedicated to industries and sectors other than the
coal and steel industries. In particular, the Ruhr area experimented with different structural policy instruments
and governance structures, as previously only a limited
amount of experience with structural change existed.
The current approach focuses support on projects and
companies within promising “lead markets”. Within the
Ruhr area, cities are now more independent and able to
create their own development strategies. This change
was necessary to reflect the individual needs of each city.
For example, the city Dortmund has constructed a technology center, successfully specializing on microsystem
technologies, using synergies of research and innovative
companies. However, a closer look reveals that these
individual and competitive strategies of the cities can result in redundant industries and projects in the Ruhr area,
which prevents further growth and limits the exploitation of the regions’ economic potential (Bogumil et al.,
2012). As a contrary example, the Ruhr area succeeds in
coordinating different cities’ efforts in the health sector
with the joint initiative “MedEcon Ruhr” (Büter, 2012).
The health sector in the Ruhr area employs more than
300,000 people and creates more than €5 billion in yearly revenues, focusing on applying new technologies and
services. Future transitions should consider coordinating
plans of cities at an early planning stage, to prevent or
coordinate redundant or similar developments.
A struggle during the development of structural policy
in the Ruhr area, was to identify the right system of
governance to lead the transition. The first large projects
initiated on a federal level were ineffective and faced
regional and local resistance. Over time, decision making and planning shifted to a more regional level, to
include the endogenous local potentials and to enhance
approval of the transition by increasing participation of
the stakeholders. The implementation of an institution
(RAG foundation) representing the Ruhr area as an entity
has helped to coordinate national funding but is still not
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fully capable of creating a coherent strategy for all cities
in the Ruhr area, possibly leading to further exploitation
of its (economic) potential.
The Lusatian economy still suffers from the structural
break which occurred after the reunification, when many
industries collapsed. The region additionally faces the
challenges many rural areas have (demographic changes,
a lack in infrastructure, emigration, etc.). Due to a failure
to develop alternative industries, the local economy in
some communities still heavily depends on lignite production. Investment support for new businesses often
comes from outside the region. As a result, over the
decades, projects have heavily relied on this financial
and intellectual support, resulting in repeated closures
of projects that cannot sustain themselves when the
support ends.
The East German mining regions need additional measures besides job creation measures and investment support in order to create a sustainable economy beyond
mining. Experience and knowledge with new projects and
structural policy is needed to build up within the regions
themselves. Additionally, the regions need modern infrastructures (transport, internet, etc.), as well as a network
of education and research facilities. Attractive living conditions (cultural opportunities, leisure time possibilities,
low air pollution levels, etc.) are essential not only keep
its citizens but to attract new ones. In order to reverse
current migration trends it is necessary to further local
corporations that provide jobs fit for the future, but in a
much more broad sense it is also vital that cities provide
attractive places for younger people to live in. How to
make local cities and villages more livable is a task that
needs to be structured by local stakeholders, however,
with the opportunity of (financial) support from other
governance levels.

East” after reunification consisted of infrastructure programs. Due to the condition of the existing infrastructure
and the urgency to renew it, many projects were realized without a sufficient planning phase (demographic
changes and economic development were not taken into
account properly). This has resulted in a situation where
many infrastructure projects are now not being used
to their full potential. Besides the traffic infrastructure,
the regions (especially Lusatia) need high-speed data
connections in order to create an attractive environment
for companies.

Education/Research institutions
Education and research institutions can play an important role in order to enable a shift from a mining area
towards a more knowledge based society. In 1965 the
Ruhr area was devoid of a single university; the opening of several new universities enhanced the attractiveness of the region for companies as well as for citizens,
constituting an important location factor. In 2014, 22
universities existed with more than 250,000 students
(Kriegesmann, Böttcher, and Lippmann, 2015). The deployment of the universities enabled a shift from the
mining economy towards an economy which is based on
high-value adding sectors (such as the lead markets in
the Ruhr area) with increased demand for highly skilled
workers and research-based innovation. The universities
and research facilities need to be integrated into networks of companies and other institutions in order to
create competitive and resilient structures which keep
companies in the region and attract new ones. In Lusatia,
only two universities exist, concentrating skills in these
cities. However, due to a lack of related skilled jobs,
migration after completing a degree remains a problem.

Soft location factors
Infrastructure
In the Ruhr area, infrastructure investments were a crucial aspect of the first structural policy program “Development Program Ruhr”, since the “new economy”
beyond the mining industry relied on an enhanced mobility of the people. The area now plays a major role in
the logistic sector due to its links to economic centers
within Europe. However, on a regional level, there is still
room for improvement in the public transportation systems, as each city still possesses its own transportation
company, limiting regional effectiveness (Bogumil et al.,
2012). A major part in the programs of “Reconstruction

Soft location factors like cultural and leisure time possibilities, but also environmental issues (air pollution
levels, clean rivers, etc.) play an important role in the
public perception of a region. They increase the quality
of life in the region and can convince people to stay in
or to move to a region. Migration is not only caused by
better job options but also because of higher cultural
potential of regions. In the Ruhr area, the aspect of soft
location factors was neglected for a long time but with
the “Action Program Ruhr” and the “IBA Emscher Park”
these issues were addressed. Former industrial sites were
transformed into landmarks and cultural sites in order
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to conserve the identification with the region but also
to enable a shift towards a new, more future oriented
perception. The entire migration effect is not likely to
be due to soft location factors, but must be seen as a
combination with job and study opportunities, trends
coinciding with the new focus on living quality: Net migration turned after the “Action Program Ruhr” and the
“IBA Emscher Park”. Within 8 years (1987-95) 247,000
people migrated (net) to the Ruhr area, whilst net migration stabilized after a new downward trend after IBA
Emscher Park. As a comparison, net migration from 1977
until 1986 was minus 158,000 (Regionalverband Ruhr,
2017). For Lusatia, the pending renaturation, hence, not
only poses a challenge but also an opportunity to increase the attractiveness of the region.

4.2. National and supranational level
Energy system
In Germany, the decline in coal production affects
electricity and heat generation. The reduction in hard
coal production starting in the 1950s was replaced
(and also caused) by comparatively cheap hard coal
and oil imports. The decrease in the domestic production therefore had little immediate consequences for
hard coal-fired power plants. However, the reduction
of lignite mining in East Germany caused a decline in
lignite based electricity generation of almost 40 TWh
between 1989 and 1995 (which corresponds to a decline
of approximately 40% of the East German gross electricity generation). In 2017, Germany generated more
than 35% of its electricity with renewable energies and
exported more than 50 TWh of electricity. To prevent
lock-ins and resistance to a coal phase-out, timely investments in alternative electricity and heat generation
are crucial, guaranteeing energy security, grid stability
and affordable energy prices. The deep integration of
local electricity markets into national and EU markets
facilitates the transition where not every region needs to
be energy self-sufficient. It can be attractive for former
coal regions to use their expertise in the energy sector
and to move towards renewable energies, energy storages or other innovative energy solutions.

Finance
A just transition requires financial resources and a fair
distribution of the responsibilities for the costs. Germany
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therefore financed most of the subsidies for the Ruhr
area with the national budget. As future coal-phaseouts are mostly a political decision due to global climate
change concerns, costs should not be born only by the
regions but by the whole country or even the supranational level.
The consideration of the finances includes, besides the
structural policy and social policies, sufficient measures
to guarantee the polluter-pays principle, also in line with
the German mining law. In both the hard coal and lignite
phase-out, the state is at risk to bear shares of the so
called eternity costs, for example for water pumping and
damages inflicted on bulidig stock from underground
mines. For hard coal mining, a foundation to secure the
provisions was implemented, however whether the funds
will be sufficient remains to be seen. In East Germany,
the state bore the full costs for the recultivation. After
the reunification of German, the responsibilities for environmental damages were socialized whereas the lignite
companies were privatized. In a future lignite phase-out,
Germany (and other countries) need to implement measures which secure the polluters-pay principle. Possibilities include the introduction of a public fund (analog to
the nuclear sector in Germany), a foundation (analog to
hard coal sector in Germany) or laws to protect at least
the provisions which mining companies have built up so
far from insolvency. Securing sufficient funds needs to
be ensured as fast as possible before the regular mining
business ends (see also Oei et al., 2017).

Lessons learned
As the hard coal and lignite reduction have shown, the
situations differ from case to case and therefore policies
guiding the transformation need to be adjusted to the
respective circumstances. In East Germany the drastic reduction in lignite mining was accompanied (and
caused) by the German reunification which resulted in a
breakdown of the whole economic and political system.
This should be taken into account when assessing the
consequences of the lignite reduction and the effect of
structural policies.
The case of the Ruhr area is characterised by a particularly long time period for a phase-out.
In the past, a strong identification and pride existed
among workers (and entire regions) with the manly,
tough and often dangerous mining job, thought to be
essential for economic development. This, along with
the influence of powerful unions, helped to prevent a
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faster and significantly less expensive transition away
from coal. However, the perception of coal mining as
an attractive and necessary profession is fading, which
might facilitate the transition away from coal in other
countries.
The structural policy of the Ruhr area showed that single,
centrally decided large projects were not able to replace
the mining (and steel) industry and instead faced resistance within the region. Former mining cities had individual needs that needed to be addressed independently.
Therefore, the level of decision making shifted more and
more from a centralized national level to a regional one.
Today, there exists an institution which conceptualizes
development strategies for the entire region, coordinating bottom-up strategies from within the various cities
themselves. Such an institution might help to guide future phase-outs as well to limit the bureaucratic friction
(especially in a federal state like Germany when mining
areas cross borders) and improve the participation of
relevant stakeholders. The endogenous potential of the
region might be exploited better and the transformation
as such becomes more consent based.
From an energy system´s point of view, the transformation has become easier and cheaper for other countries
than it was for Germany in the past. The cost of renewable energy technologies has decreased significantly in
the last decade, and is now just a fraction of the price
compared to when Germany started deploying photovoltaics and onshore wind on a large scale. The ongoing
development and installation of renewables in Germany threatens the economic and technical feasibility of
its coal-fired power plants. The inflexibility of coal-fired
power plants limits their application in energy systems
mainly based on volatile renewables. Many studies have
successfully modelled energy systems that are entirely
based on 100% renewables not only for Germany but
for the global energy system (Fraunhofer ISE, 2012; Jacobson et al., 2017; Löffler et al., 2017).

Germany’s two examples of reducing coal mining provide valuable lessons learned but also illustrate the difficulties of structuring a phase-out without negative
consequences for employees, companies and entire
regions. An important lesson from Germany’s past experience is that it is not only necessary to have policies addressing unemployment, the economy and the
energy system, but also measures to improve former
coal regions’ infrastructure, universities and research
facilities as well as soft location factors like culture and
environmental health. The German example suggests
that implementing a fair and realistic transition from a
fossil fuel-based economy can be managed when city,
regional, national and supranational governments work
together on designing a phase-out and a multi-level
polycentric structural policy mix. The historical case
study further shows that the majority of coal’s decline
in Germany (but also in many other European countries)
has already happened. The upcoming remaining transition can succeed when past experiences with structural policies and social security systems are considered,
along with the incorporation of affordable alternative
forms of energy generation and other promising innovative sectors providing new job opportunities for people
in the affected regions.
Moving from the NDC to the 2°C pathway would imply much quicker changes for all German communities
currently dependent on coal. Moving e.g. the phaseout date from 2040 to 2030 or deciding to close down
around half of all existing coal-fired power plants by
2025 would e.g. imply the necessity for larger funds for
retraining and unemployment payments, quicker investments in renewable electricity and heat generation, as
well as more support to attract new businesses to the
affected regions. Therefore, when deciding on a coal
phase-out date and shut-down pathway, accompanying
structural and social policies need to be decided on and
implemented in parallel.
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Historically, Germany has seen a large reduction of
coal production and consumption, with significant
socio-economic implications and corresponding
policy action. Experiences with the hard coal mining
phase-out has shown that holding on to old structures
can only slow down change but cannot stop it. While
posing a big challenge for the mining regions, Germany
implemented a variety of successful policies to mitigate
social impacts through e.g. early retirement schemes
and retraining programs. Cohesion and industrial policies related to a coal phase-out need to be implemented jointly by municipal, regional, national and supranational governments to obtain the necessary financial
volumes and capacities as well as local acceptance.

To comply with the 2°C target, Germany would
need to phase-out both hard coal and lignite consumption in the energy sector well before 2050.
Germany’s NDC and 2° scenarios foresee emission
reductions (relative to 1990 levels) of 83% and 95%
respectively, by 2050. In terms of the timing, various
scenarios imply a rather quick shutdown of coal capacity
in the early twenties and a complete phase-out at the
earliest by 2025 and at the latest by 2040. Substituting
coal in the steel sector by 2050 will be challenging, as
key technology options are not yet competitive due to
low CO2 prices and high technology costs and carbon
capture with continued coal use is one of the technological options.

More recently, reductions in coal consumption in
Germany have stalled and coal-related emissions
have even temporarily increased. The share of coal
in primary energy consumption has never decreased
below its 1999 (for lignite) and 2009 (for hard coal)
levels, while coal-related GHG emissions did not fall
below 2010 levels). One reason are low carbon price
signals from the EU emissions trading system. With a
share of about 45% in total, energy-related GHG emissions, coal’s contribution to Germany’s carbon balance
will need to be reduced significantly for Germany to
reach its climate targets. Therefore, in 2018, Germany’s government installed a commission to decide on
a structured coal phase-out plan.

A set of concrete policy measures exists, which can
lead to a successful phase-out and respective emission reductions with a low impact on employment
and industry. A strong carbon price is the basis for
emissions reductions in both scenarios. However, it will
not be high enough to induce sufficient early reductions
in coal consumption, especially of electricity generation
from lignite. Several additional national policy instruments are therefore discussed for i) phasing out the aging coal fleet constructed before 1990 (accounting for
around 50% of capacities) and ii) reducing the full load
hours for newly constructed plants to preserve sufficient
capacities and jobs but still reduce overall emissions.
For the industrial sector, the inclusion of consumption
in emissions trading via a carbon charge on materials
could reintroduce the carbon price that is muted due to
free allocation and set the right incentives for resource
efficiency and materials substitution.

Besides the implications of climate policy for the
coal sector, other developments indicate that coal
will not be viable in the future. The large-scale deployment of renewable energy threatens the economic viability of coal-fired power plants, as renewables
increase competition and lower whole-sale electricity
prices. The existing (economic and political) situation
in Germany will prevent the construction of new coalfired power plants. Therefore, eventually, coal would
be phased-out at the latest at the end of the power
plants’ lifetimes. To achieve a coal phase-out in line
with climate protection commitments, climate policy
measures need to be introduced to accelerate the decline of coal.
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Success and uncertainty of deep decarbonization
(i.e. the shift from an NDC to a 2° world) seem to
hinge largely on the availability and commercial
deployment of technologies which requires a supportive policy environment to succeed especially
in the industry sector. As we see from the scenario
analysis, policies will need to support innovation and
market penetration of innovative solutions to bring down
technology cost. Innovation could be supported by project-based carbon contracts for difference and public
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procurement. Regulators will also need to have the social
cost of carbon reflected in the price of GHG emissions.
Building on these, only a portfolio of measures is likely
to solve the puzzle of a competitive and 2°C-compliant
industrial sector in Germany (and beyond).
NDC and 2° scenario differ primarily in two ways:
earlier reductions and more ambitious emission reductions in transport and industry are needed for
Germany’s contribution to the 2° world. Reducing
total CO2 emissions in order to comply with the 2°C
target would, therefore, require increased efforts in the
electricity sector. According to all analysed scenarios, the
majority of the lignite-fired power plants need to phaseout before 2030, and should be replaced by an increasing
production of electricity from renewables enables other
sectors to reduce emissions as well via increased electrification. For industry, the extra effort is achieved via
increased material and energy efficiency, substitution of
materials with low-carbon alternatives, enhanced recycling, as well as new primary production processes based
on hydorgen, biomass or combined with CCTs.
Germany is able to phase out coal from an economical and technical perspective. Nevertheless, it currently faces some key barriers which need to be addressed to
achieve a transition towards deep decarbonization. Main
barriers are that lignite regions fear to be left behind, the
energy-intensive industry fears to lose their competitiveness to other countries due to higher wholesale energy

prices, workers want a reliable future (new jobs/ social
security), funds for renaturation are not yet secured and
uncertainty about coal´s future and corresponding future aid and cohesion policies prevents new companies
from settling in mining areas. To overcome these barriers
the following measures were identified:
yyStructural funds securing long-term payments financed by the national or the European budget to build
up new capacities (for education, research, industry,
civil society, …)
yyPolicies to address distributional impacts of potential power price increases for poor households and to
provide carbon leakage protection for energy intensive
industries.
yyGuaranteed secured retirement payments as well as
retraining for workers. Creation of new (job) opportunities for the next generations
yySecure sufficient funding from the operators to pay for
renaturation and other follow-up costs
yyClear political signals (e.g. a phase-out corridor for
coal) and additional incentives (e.g. tax exemptions,
loans) for new industries´ investments (new industries are e.g. renewables but also others)
These elements will have to be well coordinated through
local or national bodies. Additional support through (local) stakeholder interaction hereby increases their efficiency but especially their acceptance. Enabling a just
transition from coal towards more sustainable energy
usage is important as it will encourage other regions
to follow.
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Historical coal statistics
Figure I.1. Primary energy consumption in West Germany in 1950 and 1990 and in Germany in 2016
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Source : based on AG Energiebilanzen e.V. (2017a, 2017b).

Figure I.2. Gross Electricity Generation in West Germany from 1950 until 1990
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Source : based on Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft e.V. (2017a).

Figure I.3. Gross electricity generation in East Germany
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Figure I.4. Gross electricity generation in Germany since 1990
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Source: based on Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft e.V. (2017a).

Figure I.5. Development of the standardized labor productivity in the German mining industry
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Note: The drop in labor productivity for lignite in 2002 is due to a statistical change, as from 2002 onwards employees in lignite-fired power plants are included.
Source: Own calculation and depiction based on Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft (2017b, 2017c, 2017d).

Figure I.6. German Energy Mix (Primay energy consumption)
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Source: based on Ökoinstitut (2017).
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Both scenarios
Figure II.1. GDP per capita
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NDC scenarios
Figure III.1. Final energy consumption per capita in the NDC scenario
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).

Figure III.2. German sectoral emissions under NDC scenario (excl. international aviation and maritime traffic)
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).
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Figure III.3. Energy mix in the power sector in the NDC scenario
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).

Figure III.4. Energy mix in the industrial sector in the NDC scenario
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015)

Figure III.5. Coal consumption in Germany in NDC scenario
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95% reduction scenario
Figure IV.1. Final energy consumption per capita in the 95% reduction scenario
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015)

Figure IV.2. German sectoral emissions under 95% reduction scenario (excl. international aviation and maritime traffic)
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).

Figure IV.3. Energy mix in power sector in the 95% reduction scenario
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).
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Figure IV.4. Energy mix in the industrial sector in the 95% reduction scenario
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Source : based on Öko-Institut e.V and Fraunhofer ISI (2015).

Figure IV.5. Coal consumption in Germany in in the 95% reduction scenario
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COAL TRANSITIONS:
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